SPREADERS

RS41
Perfect model for areas less than one acre.
- Positive on/off system
- Includes hopper cover

RS60
Large capacity hopper for areas greater than one acre.
- Steel, epoxy-coated frame resists corrosion
- Includes hopper cover

RS76
Large capacity rugged spreader for heavy-duty, all-purpose use.
- Factory-calibrated for consistent application
- Includes hopper cover

RS76S
Stainless steel frame built for the harshest use and long life.
- Welded stainless steel frame resists corrosion
- Includes hopper cover

Hopper Cover
Fits models: RS60, RS76, RS76S
Part # P14606-1

Side Deflector Plate
Fits models: RS76, RS76S
Part # 81214

Ice Melt Deflector
For models: RS76, RS76S
Part # 569041
For model: RS60
Part # 569040

SPRAYERS

SP1H
48 fl. oz. handheld sprayer.
- Includes adjustable brass and plastic nozzles
- Viton® pump seal for maximum durability
- 45 psi

SP21H
2-gallon capacity, easy-to-carry handheld sprayer.
- Includes adjustable brass and plastic nozzles
- Viton® pump seal for maximum durability
- 45 psi

SP30BPE
3-gallon capacity and industry-unique “Euro-style” tank design.
- Piston-style pump features Viton® seals with 4-stage filters
- Includes premium stainless steel wand and three nozzles
- 90 psi

SP41BPS
4-gallon capacity is perfect for larger jobs.
- Piston-style pump features Viton® seals with 4-stage filters
- Fold-away pump handle for right-or left-hand use
- 90 psi

SP53BPE
5-gallon capacity and industry-unique “Euro-style” tank design.
- Piston-style pump features Viton® seals with 4-stage filters
- Premium backpack straps and waist pad
- 90 psi

Shindaiwa Sprayers feature lightweight tanks with UV inhibitors, which prolong the life of the tank, marked in both gallons and liters, comfort grip handles with a lock-on or lock-off feature, heavy-duty tanks, and 28 in. wands that include three nozzles.

See page 23 for specifications.